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In this third Secrets of Droon special edition adventure, Eric and his friends are stuck in Droon. The magical rainbow
staircase to the Upper World has vanished.

The photos displayed within our listings are Stock Photos provided by eBay and the publisher as a visual aid.
They are not actual photos of the physical item for sale and should not be relied upon as a basis for edition or
condition. Payment within in 3 days is required via Paypal. At this time, we only accept payment via Pay Pal.
Free standard shipping in the US. Deliveries are made to your local post office by way of DHL Worldwide.
DHL tracking information is typically visible on your eBay dashboard within business days and can be tracked
at: This tracking information tracks packages from our fulfillment center to your local post office. Once
tendered to USPS, delivery time is determined by your local post office. USPS does not guarantee a specified
delivery time for Media Mail and deliveries may receive deferred service. All of our orders are shipped out
within 2 business days M-F of receiving cleared payment. Please confirm your shipping address via Paypal as
we cannot guarantee a change of address once your order has been received. Returns are accepted up to 30
days after the sale. Re-stocking fees may apply. Please contact us via email to receive return authorization.
Please contact us via eBay messages if you have any questions or concerns regarding your order. Our
customer service department is available M-F from 8: Our response time for email inquiries is 24 to 48 hours
or 2 business days M-F. Should you submit an email inquiry on a Friday after 3: Feedback is left for buyers
after purchase has been completed. Should our services meet your satisfaction, your feedback would be greatly
appreciated. Should you have an issue or problem with your order, we request the opportunity to make amends
or resolve the issue before feedback is left. Your satisfaction is our highest priority!
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Voyagers of the Silver Sand (The Secrets of Droon and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn
more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

The Collected Songs of Droon Droon is a very musical place. The Ninns are the most musical of peoples, and
Hob is a well-known versifier. We grunt and pull the heavy oar Across the seas that splash and spill! We sail
and sail and sail some more To our new home in Spa-arrville! Song sung by Ninns in a vision given to Keeah
by Princess Neffu, showing the good princess how popular and powerful she will be if she follows evil Neffu,
in Special Edition 2, Wizard or Witch? The morning sands are violet, Yet blaze a golden hue at noon. Blue
seas of sand at each sunset Turn silver from the midnight moon! As the beast of beasts does sit, His dark eye
draws light into it. Verses sung by Quill at various points in the long journey of the kids in Special Edition 3,
Voyagers of the Silver Sand. Tortu roams from dune to dune, Crisscrossing every inch of Droon. And like the
wandering turtle dome, We Ninns are searching for our home. Beware the flying silver light! Beware a boy so
blond and cute, For when you see him, you must scoot! Captain Plundit is his name And snitching treasurers is
his game. Songs of the Rat-faced Snitchers of Zoop, the first about their leader, Captain Plundit, the second a
kind of narration of their snitching activities. Book 32, The Treasure of the Orkins. Make way for Zabilac. His
turban he will pack. From here to Droon and back. As performed in Book 36, Knights of the Ruby Wand. O,
come to me, my Faraway! Your voice as soft as feathers seems, Come share your wisdom night and day In
wondrous visions and in dreams. The one who strikes the wolf at noon, Shall earn a secret wish in Droon.
Prophecy told to Eric in a vision that he believes refers to him; it does not. In Book 18, Search for the Dragon
Ship. The world is upside down. A birdy wears a spider suit. The wizard is a clown! Where the water grows
teeth He wakes to new power! All Droon fears the truth Of his deadly bright fire! Find the wild street of fish.
Step upon the floating dish! The ribbon ties, the ribbon breaks. Pass the test of the stomachaches! Fly me up,
you flying dove, Fair as the moon, the one I love. Verse recited by Galen about a mystery woman he knew
long ago, in Book 21, Flight of the Genie.
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Voyagers of the Silver Sand (The Secrets of Droon: Special Edition #3) by Tony Abbott, David Merrell With nearly 2
million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that kids,
parents, and teachers are talking about!

The Genie King Special Edition 8: The Final Quest this book is the last book in the series and was originally
called The Endless Voyage. Eric Hinkle is on a quest to collect the magics to save Droon and Earth from
Gethwing the moon dragon. Protagonists[ edit ] The lead characters of the series are [6] Eric Hinkle Thoughtful, honest, and the leader of the trio of best friends. The Rainbow Stairs are discovered in his
basement. Eric knows from reading the writing in the Tower of Memory that he and his friends have an
important part to play in the future of Droon. He dreams of the place often, is plagued by nightmares about
Lord Sparr, makes mistakes, and goes out on a limb to protect his friends. Eric develops magical powers in
Book This begins his long road to becoming a full-fledged wizard. In the last book, it is revealed that his
great, great, great grandfather is actually Urik. Neal likes the easy life and is on a perpetual quest for food,
which sometimes clouds his judgment. He is often the awkward butt of botched spells, as when he became a
bug in Book 3, The Mysterious Island. Neal is something of a grumbler, but he is as loyal as they come, not
thinking about personal safety when his friends are in trouble. Many of the small, cuddly creatures of Droon
Lumpies, spider trolls, mole people, etc. Julie first met Neal and Eric in kindergarten, and now they are
inseparable friends. Julie is there when you need her, but she prefers to look before she leaps. In Book 17, she
gains the ability to fly. In Book 19, it is revealed that she can change shapes. Julie is an original and
inseparable member of the Droon team. Princess Keeah - One of the most important characters in the entire
world of Droon. The daughter of Queen Relna a powerful wizard in her own right and King Zello a fairly
regular guy , Keeah is awkwardly learning to assume her destiny as a wizard and the successor of Galen, while
still trying to be a kid. She instantly embraces Eric, Julie, and Neal as close friends. Keeah loves Droon, and
her responsibility to uphold the good weighs heavily on her at times. In Special Edition 2, Wizard or Witch?
Keeah emerges stronger, more confident, and more adventurous. Galen Longbeard - Wizard of Droon. Galen
is the something-year-old First Wizard of Droon and a person of awesome power, if sometimes absentminded
and forgetful. Cloaked in his usual blue robes and tall hat, with white hair and long white beard, Galen cuts a
striking figure as he tramps around his vanishing tower and on the many adventures recounted in the Droon
stories. Many ages before, Galen created and sealed the magical staircase that linked the Upper World Droon.
To counter Sparr and other evildoers, Galen trains Keeah in her wizardly powers, knowing that one day she
will be more powerful than all of them. In Book 11, it is revealed that the wizard was not always a bearded,
old, and imposing fellow. He was quite a dashing swashbuckler, wielding a rainbow cutlass and wearing a
ponytail! Urik is lost for most of the Droon saga in the looping passages of time. Loveable and capable, Urik
is first really seen in Special Edition 1, The Magic Escapes, where he rescues Eric from goblins in a typically
flamboyant way, by leaping from rooftops across the city of Pesh. He is very cool, and a total mystery man.
Book 15, The Moon Scroll. The mysteries surrounding Zara continue from the earliest books through to the
final pages of the Droon saga. Max - One of the most important characters of the entire epic tale of Droon. He
has unkempt orange hair, and he often speaks with a high-pitched twitter. Max does not have magical powers,
but his ability to spin webs of spider silk has come in handy, often saving the children from destruction. He
takes care of Galen as much as the wizard takes care of him. We see his extended family and homeland in later
books, but his first reference is in Book 1, The Hidden Stairs and the Magic Carpet. Antagonists[ edit ] The
villains of the series are [7] Lord Sparr - The first time we meet the powerful sorcerer, purple fins behind his
ears glowing, he is attempting to extend his evil empire across the whole of Droon. We see many sides of Lord
Sparr throughout the saga. An excellent sorcerer and one of the most fascinating characters in all of Droon,
Sparr has a manner of quiet, amused rage punctuated by moments of thunderous and deadly power. His initial
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aim was to take over all of Droon; but this is only the first step. From there, he planned to leap to the Upper
World and reclaim it. Sparr has hundreds of thousands of Ninns at his command. Sparr was nearly killed when
Keeah used her magic to set his own Golden Wasp against him, but, alas, not quite finished off. Later on, we
learn of the great, dark, and sad history of Sparr when Emperor Ko kidnapped him and his mother. This
episode marks the beginning of a change in Lord Sparr, one that will last until the final pages of the epic.
Salamandra - She is the princess and later queen of an empire called Shadowthorn. She has a thorn-covered
staff which she uses to steal magic and perform it. Salamandra is a teenager, first seen on a float in a parade
down the streets of Pesh, the royal city that she flies around in time, using her Portals of Ages. She is a master
of using thorns for magical purposes. Salamandra looks human â€” more or less. Her skin is a deep purple, her
eyes flash with a yellow, catlike light, and she has a mass of thick black thorns that cascade down her back.
Special Edition 1, The Magic Escapes. She first appears in Special Edition 1: The Magic Escapes and
reappears in most of the last 11 books. Her allegiance is brought to question often, but she seems to be mostly
good intended. He dominates the adventure from his first appearance, when he is described as having two
pairs of wings that are very long and covered by scales the color of night. He has toothy jaws, a thick tail, and
powerful forelegs ending in long, black-nailed claws. Book 23, The Fortress of the Treasure Queen. Ko Emperor of the beasts, ruler of ancient Goll. He is eight-feet tall, has the head of a bull, and four arms. His
skin is gray, and his eyes a burning red. He also has two curved horns that spout fire, usually the green fire of
beasts. Ko kidnapped Queen Zara and Sparr in , suffered defeat later by Galen, conjured himself to sleep, and
was finally awoken by Sparr. His heart is dark, steely, and resolute: A terrible, powerful presence in Droon,
Ko is dedicated to destroying Droon and converting all the nice spots to parts of the Dark Lands. Neffu
quickly aligns herself with the bad guys and grows in power all the way through the Droon stories. Special
Edition 2, Wizard or Witch? Supporting Characters[ edit ] These are characters who help the antagonists and
protagonists [8] Anusa - The beautiful Second Genie of the Dove and special friend of Galen. Anusa is the one
whose task it is to help Galen on his journey of refreshment when he is very old. She helps the children greatly
throughout the second part of the Droon story. She wears all white, and her hair hangs to her shoulders in a
thousand braids, each strand sparkling with innumerable tiny jewels. Book 21, Flight of the Genie. Batamogi Fox-eared king of the Dust Hills of Panjibarrh. He rules with his nine brothers, but those brothers are often on
journeys here and there. Batamogi is an excellent soul, a great friend to the children, and is extremely
resourceful. Book 6, The Sleeping Giant of Goll. Demither is a person of awesome power, who lives in water,
often as a kind of serpent or wild mermaid. She has white skin, black lips, and long, wet, green hair. Her
shoulders are dark and scaly. Demither is soft-spoken and subtle, except when angered. She has dominion over
the creatures of the sea and of the waters themselves, and can stand up to Sparr on occasion. As one of the
most important characters in the entire saga of Droon, Demither appears and reappears unexpectedly
throughout the series, often revealing secrets and key information. Where does she come from? Can she be
trusted? Additionally, Demither and Keeah share some kind of secret bond. In past days, he was known
mysteriously only as "The Maker. Book 9, The Tower of the Elf King. Genies of the Dove - An extraordinary
bunch of time-traveling magical folks. The First Genie of the Dove is revealed later. Hob - Clever and
mischievous maker of intricate masks. Hob is a furry imp with yellow and red spots and a face like a snarling
badger. He learned evil symbols from the walls of the ruined palaces of Goll that allow his masks to take on
magical properties. He is an excellent craftsman.
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Official Description Trapped! The Rainbow Stairs have disappeared, and Eric, Neal, and Julie are stranded in Droon with
no way home. Even worse, Young Sparr and Gethwing have escaped to the Upper World!

With over 40 books none much longer than a hundred pages , the series is intended to get children to continue
reading after one book. For the first ten or so books the plot is relatively straightforward, chronicling the
adventures the children have with their new companions Princess Keeah and the wizard Galen to stop the Evil
Overlord from taking over Droon. Pretty soon, though, things start to expand and many genuinely surprising
twists and turns come about. The plot gradually encompasses a massive amount of characters , several
different worlds including the Upper World, the "real" world where we live , and some long-needed subplots.
While the books themselves are rather predictable kids books, and fall victim to many cliches, the series is
quite enjoyable. The Secrets of Droon provides examples of: He has a human body shape, except for, well, the
fins behind his ears. According to the artwork, Lord Sparr alternates between sporting this and a Black Cloak.
And then later Neal relapses into being a bug. And then is transformed into a goblin. And then a turtle.
Actually, Neal gets this one a lot. Young Galen shows up and zaps the kids out of trouble. The nobles of
Droon get brainwashed by the Golden Wasp. Lord Sparr starts out as this. He undergoes a bit of character
development and shakes it off, though. Well, for the most part. A magic wand gets stuck to Eric for a while.
Does This Remind You of Anything? The Knights Of Silversnow contains several parallels to slavery and
imperialism with the history of the Orkins. Eric imagines Keeah as this in his dream in Dream Thief. Doomy
Dooms of Doom: Down the Rabbit Hole: Dreaming of Things to Come: All three of the kids dream about
upcoming adventures in Droon before they happen. Sparr and the heroes in book The three main characters
are pretty much supposed to be anyone within the target audience children. Pretty much every villain in the
series has done this - all written out, of course. The guy should get an award for encompassing just about all
the cliches associated with this character. Evil Tower of Ominousness: They call it "the evil fortress of Lord
Sparr" in-universe. They want to touch his hair. Neal even lampshades it: Now I know what it feels like to be a
pop star. Sparr, the kids, and Keeah for several books.
Chapter 5 : Tony Abbott Book List - FictionDB
secrets of droon. It is Special Edition book. Secrets of Droon is a series where 3 kids; Eric Hinkle, Neal Kroger, and Julie
Rubin, Discover a magical land called Droon in Eric's basement. in the land of Droon they met a Wizard named Galen
Longbeard, and his assistant spider troll Max, along with Princess Keeah.

Chapter 6 : Voyagers of the Silver Sand | eBay
His most popular work is the book series The Secrets of Droon, which includes over 40 books. He has sold over 12
million copies of his books and they have been translated into several other languages, including Italian, Spanish,
Korean, French, Japanese, Polish, Turkish, and Russian.

Chapter 7 : Voyagers of the Silver Sand | Droon Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Read "Voyagers of the Silver Sand (The Secrets of Droon: Special Edition #3)" by Tony Abbott with Rakuten Kobo. With
nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot.
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Secrets Of Droon Special Edition #3: Voyagers Of The Silver Sand [ Abbott, Tony. $ Free shipping. Voyagers Of The
Silver Sand by Tony Abbott.
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Secrets Of Droon Special Edition #3: Voyagers Of The Silver Sand by Tony Abbott Free shipping. Secrets Of Droon
Special Edition #3: Voyagers Of The Silver Sand.
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